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Can a Historianof ScienceBe
a ScientificRealist?
TheodoreArabatzistt
Universityof Athens

In this paper I addresssome of the problemsthat the historicaldevelopmentof science
poses for a realist and discuss whether a realist construal of scientificactivity is conducive to historiographicalpractice. First, I discuss, by means of historicalexamples,
Ian Hacking's defense of entity realism. Second, I try to show, drawing on Kuhn's
recent work on incommensurability,that the realismproblem is relevantto historiography and that a realist position entails a particularhistoriographicalstrategy,which
faces problems. Finally, I suggest that for historiographicalpurposesan agnostic attitude with respectto scientifictheoriesand unobservableentitiesis the most appropriate.

1. Introduction. One reads repeatedly in the philosophical literature that
scientists, and especially experimentalists, usually adopt a realist perspective towards the entities and processes they investigate (e.g., Hacking 1983,
1984; Franklin 1996). In Allan Franklin's aptly chosen words, "there are
no anti-realists in the laboratory" (Franklin 1996, 131). If active participation in scientific practice forces one to become a realist, the opposite
seems to be the result of studying the historical development of science.
Both historically-minded philosophers and professional historians, to the
extent they address philosophical issues, usually adopt an anti-realist perspective. To paraphrase Franklin's statement, there are few realists in the
library or in the archives.
In this paper I want to address some of the problems that the historical
tSend requests for reprintsto the author, Departmentof Philosophy and History of
Science, University of Athens, Panepistimioupolis(Ano Ilisia), GR-157 71 Athens,
Greece;e-mail:tarabatz@cc.uoa.gr.
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Andre Wakefieldfor discussionand comments.
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development of science poses for a realist and to discuss whether a realist
construal of scientific activity is conducive to historiographical practice.
First, I will discuss briefly how the history of science bears on the problem
of realism. The relevance of history of science to the realism issue has been
widely recognized and discussed (see, e.g., Newton-Smith 1990). I will not
attempt to review this discussion here. Rather, I will focus on a recent
realist proposal by Ian Hacking and evaluate it using historical examples.
Furthermore, I will try to show, drawing on Kuhn's recent work on incommensurability, that the realism problem is relevant to historiography
and that a realist position entails a particular historiographical strategy,
which faces problems. Finally, I will suggest that for historiographical
purposes one should adopt an agnostic attitude with respect to scientific
theories and unobservable entities.
2. Scientific Realism: How Is History of Science Relevant to the Debate?
The debate on scientific realism has taken place along several lines; the
two most salient are as follows. The first concerns the appropriate epistemic attitude towards contemporary scientific theories. Are they, at least
approximately, true descriptions of reality, or merely convenient schemes
for saving the phenomena? The second, and equally important line, for
my purposes, concerns the grounds that we have for believing in the reality
of the unobservable entities postulated by contemporary science (electrons, photons, fields, atoms, etc.). A realist position amounts to the belief
that contemporary scientific theories are approximately true and that the
entities postulated by contemporary science exist. The historical record,
however, seems to undermine this position. Successful scientific theories
of the past that had almost universal acceptance at one point (e.g., Newtonian mechanics or classical electromagnetic theory), were eventually
abandoned and replaced by other theories. An even more problematic
historical fact, for the realist, is that several unobservable entities that had
occupied a central place in the ontology of past science (e.g., phlogiston,
caloric, ether) turned out to be fictitious. It is a small step to extrapolate
from these aspects of the historical record and conclude that, in all probability, the scientific theories that we currently accept and the unobservable entities that comprise the contemporary ontology of science will have
a similar fate. So, it should be evident that history of science plays a crucial
role in the realism debate and, prima facie at least, gives rise to anti-realist
intuitions.
3. A Case for Scientific Realism: The Verdict of History of Science. Several
arguments have been proposed to support a realist position. One of the
most important and widely discussed is the so-called no-miracle argument.
If our theories were not approximately true and if the entities that they
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postulatedid not exist,thenthe impressivesuccessof science,its enormous
range of applications,and the power that it confersfor controllingand
alteringour environmentwould be truly miraculousand would be left
withoutan explanation(Putnam1975a,73). It wouldbe impossibleto do
justice to the complexityand sophisticationof the discussionconcerning
the no-miracleargumentwithin the limits of a short paper (see Psillos
1999for a criticalreviewof this discussionfrom a realistpoint of view).
Sufficeit to say herethat this argumentfaces difficulties,whenexamined
from a historicalperspective.Sciencestartedhaving significantapplications morethan a hundredand fiftyyearsago (e.g., in the risingchemical
and electricalindustries)and those applicationswere based on theories
that have been abandoned(e.g., on an ether-basedelectromagnetictheory). Thus, it is not at all clearthat technologicalsuccessis a straightforwardindicationof the truthof scientifictheoriesor the existenceof theoreticalentities.
Another importantand more recent argumentfor realismhas been
advancedby Ian Hacking,whosepositionis basedon a closeexamination
of experimentalpractice.A satisfactoryresolutionof the problemof scientificrealismwouldbe possible,Hackingclaims,only if we stoppedbeing
preoccupiedwithscientifictheorizingandshiftedinsteadourfocusof analysis towardsexperimentation.Such a shift of emphasiswould be enough
to make us all realistswith respectto some unobservableentities, but
would not weakenour anti-realistconvictionswith respectto the theories
that postulatethose entities.This peculiarmix of realismabout entities
and anti-realismabout theoriesfollows from two centralaspects of experimentalpractice.On the one hand, the manipulationof unobservable
entitiesin the laboratoryprovidessufficientgroundsfor believingin their
existence.On the otherhand,the fact that experimentalists
use, according
to the purposeat hand, a varietyof sometimesincompatibletheoretical
modelsof those entitiesgeneratesstrongdoubtsthat any of those models
accuratelyrepresentreality.All of these models,however,have some aspectsin common,namelya core of statementsaboutthe causalproperties
of the correspondingentities,propertieswhichwe have come to know by
manipulatingthose entities in various experimentalcontexts. One can
(should)be a realistabout this commoncore, which, however,does not
deserveto be calleda 'theory'(Hacking1983, 1984).
Hacking'sentityrealismcan be summarizedin his aptlychosenslogan:
"If you spray[e.g.]electronsthen they are real"(Hacking1983,24). Notwithstandingthe charmof Hacking'sslogan, it fails to impressphilosophersin the empiricisttradition.Van Fraassen,for instance,when asked
to evaluateHacking'sargument,respondedin the followingway:"If they
are real then you spraythem"(personalcommunication).Van Fraassen
does not imply,of course,that everythingrealcan be sprayed.Rather,his
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point is that one can use the expression "spraying of electrons" (as the
best available description of a given experimental situation) without committing oneself to believing in the existence of electrons. The coherence of
his position stems from the possibility that a new theory, which would not
include electrons in its ontology, could adequately account for the experimental situation which Hacking, following contemporary experimentalists, describes as "spraying of electrons."
An example that illustrates this possibility can be found in a well-known
episode from the history of chemistry, the so-called Chemical Revolution.'
Before the establishment of the oxygen theory of combustion, late eighteenth century chemists explained several chemical phenomena (e.g., the
formation of acids) by postulating an entity called phlogiston. Furthermore, they thought they could manipulate that entity, since they could
transfer it to a substance. Georg Stahl, for instance, had discovered that
"vitriolic acid [sulfuric acid] can be converted to volatile sulfurous acid by
transferring to it some of the inflammable principle [phlogiston]" (Holmes
1989, 100). After the Chemical Revolution and the concomitant disappearance of 'phlogiston' from the chemical vocabulary, however, the process that had been previously described as "transfer of phlogiston" was
re-described in terms of a different entity named oxygen. It is similarly
conceivable that the process that is now described as "spraying of electrons" might be re-described in terms of an alternative theory based on a
different ontology. Thus, Hacking has not provided a conclusive argument
for the existence of electrons since he has not excluded the possibility of
an alternative, empirically adequate theory whose ontology would not
include electrons.
Another similar objection has been raised against Hacking's claim that
manipulability is a sufficient criterion for establishing the existence of an
unobservable entity (Morrison 1990). An example from the history of
physics will illustrate the inadequacy of manipulability as a sufficient criterion for scientific realism.2When J. J. Thomson was experimenting with
cathode rays he was able to manipulate them in various ways. For example, he could deflect them by means of electrostatic and magnetic fields.
1. I am indebtedto Nancy Nersessianfor this example.
2. This exampleis not takenfrom Morrison'sarticleand aims at counteringan objection
that could be raised against her criticism of Hacking. In the example that she put
forward,scientistsdid not manipulatedirectlyquarks,but more complex entities(hadrons) that were composed of quarks.One could objectthat Hacking'scriterionrequires
the manipulationof, say, electronsper se, as opposed to a more complex entity that is
composed of electrons. Hacking could not have meant that the manipulationof, e.g.,
a table, which is also (according to him) made up in part of electrons, proves the
existence of electrons. The example that follows is not open to this objection, since it
concerns the manipulationof cathode rays, which are electrons.
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It is well establishedtoday that cathode rays consist of electrons.Now
given that Thomsonmanipulatedcathoderays and that cathoderays are
streams of electrons, it follows that Thomson manipulatedelectrons.
However,at the time,the existenceof electronswas stillcontroversial,and
no choice had yet been made betweena model of cathode rays which
portrayedthem as waves in an all-pervadingether, and an alternative
modelwhichrepresentedthemas streamsof particles(seeArabatzis1996).
It is clear that in that context the manipulabilityof cathoderays would
not by itself establishthe validityof the lattermodel and thus the reality
of electrons.
Thus, within actual scientificpractice manipulabilitydid not (and
should not have) provide(d)adequatereasonsfor belief in the existence
of the entitiesthat weresupposedlymanipulated.In the previousexample
the act of manipulationcould be describedwithouteven mentioningthe
entities that, accordingto present-dayphysics, were manipulated.One
could describethe experimentin terms of cathode rays as opposed to
electrons.Moreover,an antirealistcould give an even less theory-laden
description,by avoiding the term 'cathode rays' and using instead the
phenomenologicalexpression"spot on a phosphorescentscreen."The
only thingthat we know, the antirealistwouldargue,is that by activating
an electromagnetThomson could move a spot on a phosphorescent
screen.To the extentthat an act of manipulationcan be describedwithout
mentioningthe unobservableentitythat is (supposedly)manipulated,this
act does not by itself imply the existenceof the entity in question.Thus,
given that experimentscan be (re)describedin phenomenologicalterms,
manipulabilitycannot be employed,to the satisfactionof an antirealist,
for existentialinferences.Whereasfor Hackingmanipulability
justifiesexistenceclaims,for the antirealistit is the otherway around:It is the belief
in the existenceof, e.g., electrons,priorto the act of manipulation,that
allowsus to interpretthat act as a manipulationof electrons(as opposed
to somethingelse) (cf. Feyerabend1960, 64). To paraphrasevan Fraassen'sreversalof Hacking'sslogan:If they exist thenwe manipulatethem.
Anotherproblematicaspectof Hacking'srealistpositionis associated
withhis 'hometruths'(low-levelgeneralizations)
about,e.g., electronsthat
we supposedlyknow independentlyof any high-leveltheory. Hacking
doesn't specifywhat kind of electronpropertieshe has in mind, but one
could guessthat his 'hometruths'would includewell-knowncausalproperties of electrons,like their charge,mass, and spin, which enableus to
manipulatethem in orderto investigateotherless well-knownaspectsof
nature.3It is difficultto see, however,how one could isolate those prop3. In some cases, of course, one can manipulateelectronswithout knowing all of these
properties.In the Thomson case, for example, the only propertythat was needed for
the purpose of manipulationwas the mass to chargeratio of the electron.
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erties from the background theory in which they are embedded. To use a
concrete example, it is difficult to obtain an understanding of 'charge'
independently of any high-level theory, especially in view of the fact that
'charge' meant different things for different scientists. Within Maxwellian
electrodynamics, for instance, charge was not an independent substance
but merely an epiphenomenon of the electromagnetic field. In Lorentz's
electromagnetic theory, on the other hand, it was an independent entity
that interacted with, but could not be reduced to, the electromagnetic field.
Hacking could argue that all of those different and incompatible conceptions of charge had certain aspects in common, namely, the causal
properties that we have associated with electric charge all along (e.g., the
ability of charges to attract or repel each other). His attempt to isolate the
causal properties of electrons from any background theory was motivated
by the plurality of incompatible models about electrons. However, it turns
out that the causal properties themselves have been interpretedvia several,
incompatible theories. He could, of course, search again for a common
core shared by those theories, but it is not clear that there would be an
ending point to this process.
So far, we have seen that a significant argument for scientific realism,
the emphasis on manipulability as a sufficient proof of the existence of a
theoretical entity, is undermined by the historical record. Let us now turn
to an argument against scientific realism that capitalizes on a central aspect
of the history of science: the changing meaning of scientific terms.
4. A Case Against Scientific Realism: The Evolving Meaning of Scientific
Terms. In the early 1960s, Kuhn and Feyerabend pointed out that the
meaning of scientific terms changes over time. At that time, it seemed that
the instability of scientific concepts had very negative implications for
scientific realism. If the meanings of scientific terms that denote unobservable entities are subject to change, then to what extent are we justified
in believing that the referents of these terms are unaffected by theoretical
instability? To give a concrete example, what sense does it make to believe
in the existence of electrons if the 'electrons' of Thomson, Lorentz, Bohr,
Pauli, and Schrodinger differed significantly from each other? The problem is even worse when one accepts, as many philosophers did at the time,
that the meaning of a term is specified by a set of conditions that are necessary and sufficient for the correct application of that term. The slightest
change in those conditions (meaning change) would imply that the term
as previously used was vacuous, i.e., that it referred to nothing at all. This
problem is, in my opinion, the most serious challenge that realists face
and the one with the most direct historiographical implications.
Realists have tried to respond to this challenge in two ways: first, by
criticizing the meaning-variance thesis, and second, by putting forward
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the so-called causal theory of reference, which sustains a central realist
intuition, namely, "that there are successive scientific theories about the
same things: about heat, about electricity, about electrons, and so forth"
(Putnam 1975b, 197). I have discussed elsewhere the potential of the latter
proposal for allowing a realist interpretation of the historical development
of science (Arabatzis 1995, 1998). Here I will examine the former line of
response to the argument from meaning-variance. The focus of my discussion will be Kuhn's recent work, where he explicated and defended the
well-known thesis of incommensurability (Kuhn 1982, 1989, 1993, 2000).
Two main criticisms had been raised against that thesis. The first rested
on the presumption that incommensurability implies incomparability and
precludes theory-choice on the basis of evidence. Given that the advocates
of incommensurability had often talked about comparisons between incommensurable theories, their critics accused them of incoherence. The
second criticism interpreted incommensurability as synonymous with untranslatability and declared it incompatible with historiographical practice. If the incommensurability thesis were true, then a translation of scientific theories that are incommensurable with their contemporary
descendants to a modem scientific idiom would be impossible. But, as a
matter of fact, historians (like Kuhn himself) have successfully translated
past scientific texts into equivalents that can be understood by a modern
audience. Thus, the success of historiographical practice speaks against
the validity of the incommensurability thesis.
Kuhn rejected both of these critiques. He denied an essential premise
of the first one, namely, that incommensurability implies incomparability.
In geometry, from which the term 'incommensurability' was borrowed,
incommensurable magnitudes can be compared. The same is true of incommensurable theories. All that the incommensurability thesis maintains
is that there is no common language in which the assertions of both theories can be expressed. As such, it does not preclude the comparison of
incommensurable theories, a task that does not presuppose the existence
of such a common language.
Furthermore, he denied a crucial premise of the second criticism,
namely that the activity that historians are engaged in is equivalent to a
process of translation. The historians' task, according to Kuhn, is a hermeneutic one that aims at understanding and not translating past scientific
texts. The impossibility of translation, which is indeed implied by the incommensurability thesis, does not imply the impossibility of understanding past scientific texts, an understanding that can be achieved by acquiring from scratch the language in which those texts were written.
Having defended the incommensurability thesis against the attacks that
had been launched against it, he offered an explanation of the phenomenon of incommensurability and its immediate corollary, the impossibility
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of translation.Incommensurability,in his view, is a manifestationof
underlyingstructuraldifferencesbetween two scientificlanguages.The
languagethat one acquiresby learninga scientifictheoryembodiesa taxonomy of the world in naturalkinds.The phenomenonof incommensurability arises when some of the naturalkinds of two such taxonomic
structurespartiallyoverlap.The overlapis not suchthat one naturalkind
subsumesanother (as, for example, the naturalkind 'metal' subsumes
naturalkindshavesomemem'gold').Eventhoughtwo incommensurable
bers in common, one has membersthat do not belong to the other and
vice versa.If the overlapwerecomplete(i.e., if the two taxonomiescoincided) or if therewas no overlapat all, one could expressthe statements
of the two theoriesin a commonlanguage.In the formercase this would
be a trivialtask;in the latter,one could constructa languagethat would
embodya taxonomysubsumingeach of the taxonomicstructuresin question. When thereis a partialoverlap,however,no such languagecan be
found. The natural-kindtermsin the one structurecannot be translated
into natural-kindterms in the other. Furthermore,any languagethat
would embody one of the taxonomiescould not be coherentlyextended
so as to accommodatethe other. Such an extensionwould requirethe
addition of natural-kindterms whose referentswould overlapwith the
referentsof naturalkindtermsalreadyin place.Thus,sinceit is a necessary
conditionfor any systemof classificationthat no entity belongsto more
than one naturalkind,4the whole taxonomicstructurewouldcollapse(cf.
Hacking 1993).For example,due to the partialoverlapbetweenthe referentsof the term 'element',as employedin 18thcenturychemistry,and
the same term, as employedin 20th centurychemistry,no translationof
the 18thcenturytermcan be givenin the languageof contemporarychemistry. Moreover,one cannotenrichthe modernchemicalvocabularywith
a new term,whose meaningwould coincidewith the meaningof the 18th
centuryterm 'element',withoutrenderingthe languageof contemporary
chemistryincoherent.
In a recentlypublishedessay, whereKuhn articulatedhis view of scientificdevelopmentin termsof possible-worldsemantics,he madeit clear
that incommensurabilityis incompatiblewith a realist position (Kuhn
1989).Every scientifictheory,accordingto him, embodiesa certainlexicon. That lexicon gives access to an infinitenumberof possible worlds
(i.e., those situationsthat can be describedin termsof the lexicon)and,
at the sametime,precludesaccessto otherpossibleworlds.Normalscience
consists in the eliminationof all those possibleworldspermittedby the
4. "Thereare no dogs that are also cats... " (Kuhn 2000, 92). A trivial exception to
this no-overlapcondition is when one naturalkind subsumesanother(e.g., the referents
of the term 'cat' are also referentsof the term 'animal').
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theory that do not conform to experience. If scientific development were
exclusively of this kind, it would support the realist view that "the progress
of science .. .consist[s] in ever closer specification of a single world, the
actual or real one" (Kuhn 1989, 24).
However, normal scientific development is sometimes interrupted by
revolutionary periods, which lead to the replacement of a theory by its
incommensurable successor. Such a replacement entails the replacement
of the older lexicon by a new one that gives access to a new set of possible
worlds and, at the same time, prevents access to the possible worlds that
one could access with the older lexicon. On this reading of the development
of science, realism becomes an impossible doctrine, since the realist presupposition of a single world that our theories approximate is denied.
Since the structure of the world is lexicon-dependent, when the lexicon
changes the structure of the world changes with it. A realist who subscribed to this view would have two options: either suggest that the development of science has taken place against the background of a single
lexicon, or accept that scientific development has been characterized by
changes of lexicon, but deny that such changes will ever take place again.
I presume that none of those options would be acceptable to Kuhn (1993).
5. Implications of the Realism Debate for Historiography. Kuhn's antirealist view of scientific development has significant historiographical implications. If the language of the science of the past cannot be translated
into modem terms, then the historian should, as much as possible, avoid
contemporary vocabulary and modern categories when practicing his
craft. Realists, on the other hand, are in a precarious historiographical
predicament. The past state of science is, on a realist reading, an imperfect
version of its present state. Given the realists' belief that (mature) science
has developed against a stable ontological background, they are forced to
portray past scientific terms and their modern descendants as referring to
the same entities. Thus, realism can be considered a historiographical
strategy, whose aim would be to translate past scientific terms, statements,
etc., into the currently accepted scientific idiom and show how past scientific beliefs were approximate versions of contemporary ones. For instance, when looking at the developments in late 19thcentury electromagnetic theory, the realist has to be able to reinterpret those developments
in terms of contemporary ontological assumptions. First, one must be able
to show that, say, Joseph Larmor's theory of the electron (which, by the
way, was a very successful theory) was approximately true, i.e., an approximation of the currently accepted theory of the electron. Second, one
has to show that Larmor's 'electron' referred to the entity that we now
designate with that term.
The challenge for the realist becomes more difficult when we start look-
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ing at the more remote scientific past. Should we interpret, say, Maxwell's
'ether' as referring to the same entity as its contemporary counterpart, the
'electromagnetic field'? (cf. Hardin and Rosenberg 1982; Laudan 1984;
Psillos 1999) If Maxwell referredto the electromagnetic field when he used
the term 'ether', then the historian could and, perhaps, should explain to
his modern audience what Maxwell was up to, by using contemporary
knowledge. Could we really claim that Newton was referring to lightquanta when he used the term 'light-particles'? Historians reject such attempts to interpret past scientific theories from a contemporary perspective and for good reason, since they are bound to lead to anachronisms
and misinterpretations of past scientific practice.
And this brings me to the position that a practicing historian should
adopt with respect to the realism debate. Since this debate goes on and
has proved, so far, inconclusive, it would be preferable to avoid writing
historical narratives based on realist premises. Furthermore, the historiographical difficulties faced by realism suggest that an agnostic perspective
is best suited for historiographical purposes.
To sum up, I have argued that history of science is relevant to the
realism debate in two ways. First, some aspects of the historical development of science undermine certain realist arguments and support an
anti-realist outlook. Second, historiographical practice is best served by
an agnostic attitude with respect to the existence of unobservable entities
and the truth of scientific theories. Such an attitude facilitates the avoidance of anachronisms and enables us to maintain the integrity and autonomy of past scientific life.
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